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If you're still using your mobile phone's default calendar app, you don't know what you're missing. Google Play has hundreds of calendar apps, each with its own unique features and tools designed to allow us to organize our day-to-day excellent, no matter how busy our lives are. There are so many
Android calendars that exist that it can be even difficult to choose one over the rest. That's why in this article we want to choose the best ones that exist in Google Play, emphasizing the most interesting features of each one, so that breaking up for one or the other is no longer a headache. Calendars for
Android: The best thing you can download is Google Calendar for those who don't want to get complicated. Google Calendar is a selection of millions of users around the world, for its simplicity and ease of use, combined with a clean and intuitive design, and the ability to sync all events related to our
Google account. The app has just received a redesign to adapt its interface to Google Material Theme Design Lines. In addition, due to the fact that it is a cross-platform service, you will be able to access events from any device, and with a few simple tricks you can even more compress this useful tool.
Google Play Google Calendar Simple Calendar We choose a simple calendar and other apps from the same developer as one of the best open source apps that exist on Google Play. It's a simple calendar app - as its name suggests - with a customizable design and sync with The Google Calendar.
Google Play Simple Calendar Google Play Simple Calendar Pro (0.69 euros) Calendar - Calendar and Reminders Next to Google Calendar, Calendar - Calendar and Reminders is one of the best free calendar apps for Android that we can find. Its design is slightly different from other applications in the
category, although it only takes a few minutes to get to know the controls. Once you've set up, you'll be able to organize all of our events and reminders, both manually and automatically, to synchronize calendar accounts from other services. Since one of the latest updates, the app has a dark theme
detailing what not all apps in its category can boast. Google Play Calendar - Cal Agenda and Reminders: Any.do Calendar At the time it was considered the best designed calendar app for Android on Google Play. Today it continues to stand out in its appearance, but it is also a complete tool with which to
organize all our events, reminders and meetings in a simple way. supported by the vast majority of existing calendar servers, with the ability to synchronize calendars in real time. In addition, it allows you to combine both work and personal programs. The only negative aspect of the application is that it
hasn't received an update since February 2016. Google Play Cal: Any.do Calendar and Planner Another great alternative to the default calendar that includes your mobile phone Calendar and planner. It's an easy-to-use tool, with automatic synchronization with Google's calendar and the ability to
customize events to your liking. It doesn't include too many extra options, but it's definitely a fantastic option for those who just want to have control over their day-to-day lives as quickly and easily as possible. Google Play Calendar - ACalendar Planner - Android Calendar, downloaded by more than 10
million people and with a score of 4.4 points out of 5 stars, aCalendar is one of the most popular and most rated calendar apps in the store. And it's no less because, despite looking like a simple tool with the naked eye, it has dozens of settings and calendar management options. This allows you to
change the display of your calendar - day, week, month, year or agenda mode - and its settings will allow you to change almost any section of the interface. In addition, it uses the Android home calendar synchronization system and offers the ability to sync our Google calendar. One calendar Since it is on
almost every mobile platform, One Calendar is a good alternative for those who frequently switch devices, or who use iOS and Android simultaneously. It also offers synchronized calendar support on services such as Google, Live, Outlook, iCloud, Exchange, Office365, Facebook, and others. Google Play
One Calendar TimeTree - Free Shared Calendar TimeTree is perhaps the most special calendar app of its choice, as it is a calendar based on shared programs where multiple users, led by an administrator, can participate in each calendar. Thus, it becomes one of the most interesting applications for
families or working groups. Its features include the ability to create - of course - shared calendars, integrated chat with messages and images, reminders with notifications to all team members, and synchronization with other calendars. Google Play TimeTree - Free General Calendar Today Calendar
Before Google Calendar has been completely updated and matches its main competitors, Today's Calendar has been one of the most popular apps in its category, He had almost no opponent. Today, despite the fact that his moment of fame has passed, it remains a fantastic alternative, with excellent
design and interesting features, although its last update came more than three years ago. However, it is still as customizable as ever. Google Play Today Calendar (4.59 euros) OneView Calendar Another calendar app from the most original OneView Calendar. It stands out from the rest for completely
forgetting classic vision formats day, week, month and year; We have only at our disposal an opinion with a clear and orderly summary of upcoming events, and offers quick and fluid navigation between different days. It's a good idea to watch videos on these lines to see how they work. Google Play
OneView Calendar DigiCal Calendar The latest option that we offer - which does not mean it is worse than the previous ones - is DigiCal. It has been selected by publishers of Google Play as one of the best apps in its category, and today it accumulates more than 5 million downloads. It has
synchronization for Outlook, Google Calendar and more servers, and is one of the best designed calendar tools that can be found in the store, as well as offering different customization options. Among its most striking details, we find access to more than 560,000 calendars of shows, sporting events and
other important events, as well as various display options and widgets for the home screen. Google Play Calendar DigiCal If you want to know everything about Android, you should follow our Instagram or join our Telegram channel. Follow Andro4all If you need to organize your day-to-day, hang
opportunities to download the best agenda apps for your Android or iOS mobile device. Google Play has many apps of all kinds, such as those that offer the ability to create your own deep-pleases. So you don't miss one, from Andro4all we recommend a lot of them and different themes. If we have
recently brought you the best apps to make a shopping list; Now we offer you a new list with the best agenda apps and organize the day. The list of applications that make day in and day out, whether at work or in studios, is well controlled and organized. Thanks to new technologies, and especially
smartphones, you can organize the agenda in a simple and direct way, and nothing better for this than these applications, which we detail below, and that you should not miss. Google Play with dark mode on Android smartphone. You may be interested in 5 Samsung apps to install on your mobile (even if
it's not Samsung). Google Calendar Google it is one of the most commonly used tools on both Android devices on iOS. An app that stands out for its simplicity and for allowing users to save time and make the most of each day. It also offers several ways to view your calendar, Gmail events, reminders to
create and view tasks, and add and view personal goals. Download Google Calendar for Android Download Google Calendar for iOS Microsoft OneNote OneNote is one of the best apps to make our notes always ready, both on your computer, tablets and mobile devices. Microsoft OneNote is one of the
most popular apps, and is used to use a notepad for notes in a meeting or class. But that's not all, since it can also be used to planning holidays or creating lists, and it has many tools such as bold, stressed or a lot. Download Microsoft OneNote for Android Download Microsoft OneNote for iOS Trello
Trello is an application that is used by many companies to organize the team. With a curious interface, but which is easy to adapt to, it is an application that serves to organize long-term or short-term projects involving many people. By creating a board and several maps, Trello makes it easier to organize
your task. Download Trello for Android Google Keep is a useful notes and reminders app with a simple interface. Google Keep is a useful application for notes and reminders with a simple interface. Developed by Mountain View, this app is designed for people to take notes and organize them in a simple
way through colors. You can even create to-do lists even using your own voice or adding photos. Download Google Keep for Android Download Google Store for iOS Make it tomorrow do it tomorrow, an app to create to-do lists. Do it tomorrow is an app available for Android and iOS devices that has a
simple and original interface. An app that emulates the handwriting of the real agenda, and that allows you to create a list of tasks to do or do another day. The iPhone version costs 3.49 euros, while on Android its download is absolutely free. Download Do It Tomorrow for Android Download Do It
Tomorrow for iOS Todoist Todoist is an app that helps manage tasks. Todoist is an app that will help you manage tasks in the best way possible. This app has a wide range of features and a clear and intuitive interface. It will allow users to create new tasks, both individual and group, add relevant files, or
create tags, among other interesting features. Download Todoist Download Todoist for iOS Follow all the latest Android on our official Telegram channel, we have over 50,000 members! Follow Andro4all Andro4all
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